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Abstract

Certificates are the foundation of secure communication over the internet. However, not all certificates are created and managed in a consistent manner and the certificate authorities (CAs) issuing certificates achieve different levels of trust. Furthermore, user trust in public keys, certificates, and CAs can quickly change. Combined with the expectation of 24/7 encrypted access to websites, this quickly evolving landscape has made careful certificate management both an important and challenging problem. In this paper, we first present a novel server-side characterization of the certificate replacement (CR) relationships in the wild, including the reuse of public keys. Our data-driven CR analysis captures management biases, highlights a lack of industry standards for replacement policies, and features successful example cases and trends. Based on the characterization results we then propose an efficient solution to an important revocation problem that currently leaves web users vulnerable long after a certificate has been revoked.
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• We present a novel server-side characterization of certificate replacement (CR) relationships in the wild, including the reuse of public keys.
• We capture management biases, highlight a lack of industry standards for replacement policies, and feature successful example cases and trends.
• We propose an efficient solution with short-lived certificates to address the current risk of web users being vulnerable long after a certificate has been revoked.

Method
• We parse and process certificates from Rapid7 Project Sonar dataset, extracting birth and death of certificates.
• We identify certificate replacements (CRs) and chains of CRs that reuse the same public key (SKCR).
• We perform an analysis of CR relationships and SKCR chains to characterize CR relationships in the wild.

Results
• CR gaps and overlaps are decreasing over time.
• Changing CA more frequently results in more gaps.
• EV and OV certificates have the fewest gaps.
• Long-lived certificates have more gaps after expiry.
• Long SKCR chains are dominated by automation.

A case for short-lived certificates
We propose an efficient solution of parent–child certificates, limiting the cost of short-lived certificates. With this proposal, short validity can replace the need of timely revocation checks.